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Pace Student
Vol. XI

New York, December, 1925

No. 1

Personal and Professional Relations of the
Accountant
Commencement address delivered by Judge Glenn Willett to the Graduating Class of
1925, Pace Institute, New York, on Saturday evening, November 14, 1925

E meet here tonight to witness and to com give us credit. Nothing is more common than a
memorate an important event, the gradua student outstripping his teacher in practical suc
tion by Pace Institute, New York, of the men cess. His reward is ours as well. It is our best,
and women who appear before you as the Class of and sometimes our only, compensation.
1925.
No two institutions of learning are exactly alike.
That it is a noteworthy event, and that it re They differ in purpose, in size, in method of in
flects credit upon the members of this class, is struction, and in many other respects; but there is
apparent when we reflect upon a simple truth.
another vital difference, and that is in the success
It is a saying among newspaper men that, in the of their graduates in after life.
life of the humblest person, there are two, and
When you find that the graduates of an in
usually three, important events; namely, his birth, stitution in large numbers attain personal success
his marriage, and his death. For his existence he in the work for which it trained them, it is usually
is not at all accountable; in his marriage he may due to the influence of some man, or few men, who
have acted but a passive part; and his death, we made personal contact with the student body.
may well imagine, he would put off to a more Such a man, by his interest in persons, by his out
convenient season.
It is possible to live long, standing example, and by the inspiration of his
without more than patiently submitting to the personality, often does more for the student than
“whips and scorns of time.”
all his books.
With the superior man, however, it is not so.
Pace Institute occupies a unique position in that
He sets for himself certain goals to be attained. respect. It is due, I believe, to the work and en
He aspires to a certain station. He reaches for gaging personality of its founders.
ward to worthy accomplishments. He desires the
Nature of Accountancy
education of his faculties, and he fixes in his mind’s
eye the day when he shall have succeeded in sat
Some of you are relatives and friends of the in
isfactorily performing the tasks set down by some dividual graduates. You have come here to honor
institution of learning. This is that day for each them by your presence, and to offer them your
member of the Graduating Class of 1925.
words of congratulation.
You have assisted
The difference between success and failure is them during the time they have been in this in
essentially this, that the successful man has learned stitution by your good counsel, assistance, and en
to order his life from within, whereas the unsuc couragement ; but I wonder if you fully understand
cessful man has merely yielded to the currents of just what these men and women have been striving
existence.
for in their study of accountancy.
The members of this Class have demonstrated
The accountant is to business what the physician
that they possess the elements of success, that they is to the individual. The physician knows at the
are superior persons, and that they well merit the outset what constitutes a state of health in mind
distinction they enjoy.
and body. He examines his patient, noting every
condition, both normal and abnormal. He is able
The Teacher
to correct existing bad conditions. He is able to
Those of us who are teachers feel a strong pride advise his patient how to live to avoid illness.
in the attainments of our students. We like to feel
Such is the work of the accountant in business.
that our efforts have somehow contributed to the He has acquainted himself with the conditions
good result. We like to know that our students which ought to be found in a healthy condition of
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any business organization. He is capable of in
vestigating the condition of a particular business,
noting wherein it is normal and wherein it is ab
normal. He is able to correct existing bad con
ditions. He is able to set a policy which, if fol
lowed, will avoid bad conditions in the future.
To be able to do this, he must have submitted
himself to thorough instruction and exhaustive
study. He must have familiarized himself with
the theory and practice of accounts, and with the
underlying principles upon which the success of
business organizations rest. He must have studied
law, finance, banking, and economics, besides.
Knowing, as I do, the rigid requirements of this
institution, I can assure you, without knowing any
one of these graduates individually, and without
having seen their personal records as students,
that each one of them is adequately prepared to
perform that useful service.
That service may be rendered either in public
practice, or in private employment, without de
traction from its merits or the good standing of the
practitioner.
Two Fallacies

There are two commonplaces which almost every
man who makes a graduation address feels called
upon to deliver, each of which is likely to be mis
leading.
One, which I recall having been given by one of
the leading lawyers of this country, once a member
of the President’s Cabinet in Washington, consists
of a solemn warning to those about to enter upon
the practice of a profession, against the practice of
all sorts of trickery by the professional man. It
is true that the lawyer assumes serious responsi
bility in the protection of his client’slife, liberty, and
property, and that for him to act in any manner not
wholly loyal to his client is doing a thing which is
not only, wrong but which tends to undermine his
profession and the state. It is true that the account
ant assumes heavy responsibilities with respect to
his client’s business and affairs, and that any de
parture from strict moral and ethical standards
is most highly reprehensible. But the error lies
in the assumption that somehow professional men
and women have within themselves the germs of
unrighteous conduct, which may break out in a
fury of dishonest practices. The truth is that
nearly all the students who enter professional in
stitutions of learning are persons of high moral
character; that their contacts with the officers and
instructors of such institutions invariably tend to
the development of still higher moral and ethical
standards; but when they are graduated and
enter upon the practice of their professions and
are brought into contact with their lay clients,
they find the common standard to be lower than
their own. The real danger is that the professional
practitioner will yield to the importunities of his
client to assist him in the accomplishment of the
client’s dishonest schemes. The professional man
who thus yields is doomed to failure. To be suc
cessful he must gather about him those clients

December
who do not make dishonest demands upon his re
sources
Another commonplace fallacy is to the effect that
if a man will write a better book or build a better
mousetrap, although his house be in a wilderness,
men will make a beaten path to his door. To be
accurate, we should say that if a man will do any
thing better than it has been done, and offer that
thing to the public at a price which it can pay, and
will see to it that the people at large are made ac
quainted with its merit, they will hunt him up and
buy his services or his wares. This form of state
ment involves the idea of salesmanship, and it is a
fact that, to be successful, a professional man must
be a salesman of the highest order. He should not
directly solicit business, not because there is any
thing immoral in so doing, but because, for his
purpose, it is poor salesmanship. Nevertheless, he
must so build his personality into the minds of the
people, with the conviction that he is a good man
for his job, that they seek him when they need the
kind of service he renders—so that when they
think of the job they think of the man.

Advantages in Practice
One of the greatest advantages in the work
that an accountant is called to do lies in. the
opportunity which he has to study the methods
whereby his clients or employers have made suc
cess. These things he must never divulge as in
formation to any other person; but the principles
upon which business success is builded, and the
methods which are used to obtain results in par
ticular cases, will guide the accountant in other
cases, if he be wise enough to discern and apply
them. Thus, his knowledge and his usefulness
constantly grow, and with that growth come larger
rewards.
Indeed, the wisdom which is learned in the course
of practice contributes largely to the practitioner’s
success in the conduct of his own private affairs,
though many find it extremely difficult, and some
find it impossible, to apply in their own affairs the
principles which they could readily have recom
mended to their clients. I recall the case of one
who had studied accountancy and business ad
ministration, and who, therefore, ought to have
known better, who invested every dollar he had
in real estate, leaving no liquid assets in reserve.
Although this man’s assets amounted to many
thousands of dollars, for a period of about two
years he was in a position where he could not
possibly pay his ordinary expenses.
A Word of Counsel

Whether in private employment or public prac
tice, remember this—you can not make one step
of progress in the solution of any problem until
you know the facts in your case. Teachers may,
and usually do, thoroughly instruct in theory and
practical methods, but they can not teach the facts
of the case you are yet to manage, for the obvious
reason that those facts are not yet in existence;
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and no two cases are alike in their facts. Yet
the facts of your case are its foundation. Without
them there is no case. Without a thorough knowl
edge of them you can do nothing.
I venture to give you another piece of advice
which you may find hard to follow.
It is this—
when you do accounting work for your client or
employer, see to it that you state the net result of
all your labors so simply and yet so completely
that the man who never studied your art can
understand your report and the reason for every
thing in it. One of the most successful accountants
in my city has been in practice only about five
years. He has told me that in his work he always
tries to show his clients reports which are simple
enough so that the client does not have to get an
other accountant to explain the meaning, and he
attributes the success of his practice largely to that
fact.
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The Final Question
But I must not weary you with counsel.
You have reached the goal of graduation, and
now the question is, “What is the next goal you
have set for yourselves?”
Some of you will say that the next goal is that of
the state examinations for the certificate of certi
fied public accountant. Others will say it is a
particular position brought within your reach by
present training.
But fix a definite goal. Strive for it. Out of
that effort will come personal development fitting
you to attain the goal ahead.
When you have attained the success which you
merit, and some day return to the place of your
studies, no one will greet you more warmly than
your old teachers, proud you have thus done credit
to the institution which has generously honored
you.

Real Estate First Mortgage Bonds and Certificates
An article adapted for magazine purposes from the thesis of Rudolph Braunstein,
a graduate of Pace Institute, New York

HE practice of investing money in mortgages,
with specific real property pledged as security
for the repayment of the amount loaned, was
brought to this country by the early settlers from
the various European countries and was for a long
time practically the only method used for the invest
ment of any substantial amounts for a period of
years.
Ordinary Mortgage Loan

T

Under the plan, the investor lends money to a
borrower, who gives the investor a bond—that is, a
formal promise in writing under seal to repay the
principal on a specified date and to pay interest
thereon at a fixed rate, such interest usually to be
paid at regular intervals mentioned in the bond.
The borrower also executes and delivers a mort
gage— a document pledging certain specifically de
scribed real property—as security for the fulfilment
of the conditions set out in the bond. The mortgage
usually provides that the borrower shall pay all
taxes which are a charge against the property, that
he shall carry fire insurance at his own expense for
the protection of the lender, and that he shall bear
the costs of collection of interest or principal when
in arrears.
If any of the terms and conditions set out in the
bond and mortgage are violated, then, at the
option of the investor, the principal sum, together
with interest accrued up to the date of default,
becomes due and payable. If payment is not made
within thirty days, the investor or lender may
institute court proceedings whereby the property
pledged will be sold under the direction of an
officer of the court. From the proceeds, payment
will be made of the costs of such court proceeding,

taxes, etc., and the balance remaining will be
applied toward the payment of the loan and any
interest due thereon.
This method provides security for the payment of
the loan, but it is not altogether satisfactory for the
reasons indicated below.
First, it often happens that when mortgaged
or pledged property is sold under direction of the
court, the sum realized from such a sale is not
sufficient to pay the expenses and costs of the court
action and the principal of the loan. The investor
must take the balance that is left after the expenses
and costs have been liquidated and must attempt
to obtain the unpaid amount by means of a
deficiency judgment against the party who signed
the bond.
Second, sometimes, under adverse financial and
economic conditions, it is not possible to find a
market for such pledged property.
Third, owing to the fact that considerable expense
is attached to borrowing money in this manner, due
to attorneys’ fees, title examination fees, state tax
charges, recording fees, and the like, it is not prac
ticable to borrow sums under one thousand dollars.
This condition somewhat limits the class of in
vestors to people of more than ordinary means.
Mortgage Loan Through Mortgage
Investment Company
Because of this last-mentioned condition, shares
of stock and bonds issued by large corporations in
small denominations became the principal means
of investment for people with small sums for which
they wished to obtain a larger return of interest
than could be obtained from a savings bank. This
was not, however, altogether satisfactory, due to
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Owner of Premises.......................................................................................................................

Premises..........................................................................................Rate...................................

Date

Rein
vestments

Form 2—Mortgage Certificate Cash Book (debit side).

Company’s
Advances

Date

Sales &
Payments

Balance

Guaranteed Mortgage Loans
Some mortgage companies, notably the title
insurance companies of New York City, have gone
a step farther. Independent companies have been
organized, which, for a fee, usually one-half of one
per cent., will guarantee a mortgage—that is, they
guarantee the payment of the interest and principal
to the holder of a mortgage when due, regardless
of whether the interest or principal has been col
lected from the borrower or not. This guarantee is
issued in the form of a policy, setting forth the
conditions of the guarantee. Thus, when a title
insurance company wishes to issue first mortgage
certificates against a mortgage which it holds, the
mortgage is guaranteed and the investment be
comes more attractive from the investors’ view
point, making large sales of these certificates
possible at a minimum effort.
•
Serial Mortgage Loans
Another plan used to make this type of mortgage
investment attractive to persons wishing to make a
short period investment, such as a year or two, is
provided in the serial plan.
The mortgage company, makes a loan for a period
longer than the usual mortgage loan period—for
instance, ten years. By the terms in the bond and
mortgage, a fixed sum is to be paid each year in
reduction of the principal amount of the mortgage.
Certificates or bonds whose dates of maturity range
from one to ten years are issued against this mort
gage in an amount equal to the amount of the
mortgage. The amounts of certificates or bonds
maturing each year are equal to the yearly pay
ment made to reduce the principal of the mortgage.
This type of bond or certificate is known as a serial
bond or certificate.

Date

Mtge. Cert. Name of
No. No. Mortgage

Pur
chaser

Voc. No.

Sales

Date

Form 1—Certificate Mortgage Ledger Card

Certificates

Interest

Amount
of Loan

Folio

J

Maturity.................................................................................................................................... ..

Certificates

Rat e

Pur
chaser

Bond of.............................................................................................................No......................

|

Mtge. Cert. Name of
No. No. Mortgage

V oc . No.

Date

Rat e

the speculative features frequently attaching to
such securities. Therefore, there arose a demand for
a type of investment which would not fluctuate in
value except under excessively abnormal conditions,
and yet which would bring a fair interest return.
About forty years ago, in response to this
demand, mortgage investment companies began to
appear. The number of these has grown, and today
many of them have offices in all the large cities
throughout the country, and can truly be called
national institutions. Then there are mortgage
companies and title insurance companies in the
mortgage investment business, which confine their
activities to the city or state in which they are
located.
The mortgage company makes a loan and takes
back as security for the loan a mortgage on a piece
of real property owned by the borrower. The
property usually has a building on it; if it has not,
the mortgage is usually made for the purpose of
financing the erection of a new building. Mortgage
companies do not make a practice of loaning money
on a vacant piece of property because of the fact
that it does not bring any income.
After the loan has been made and a mortgage
taken, the mortgage company issues first mortgage
bonds or certificates of various denominations,
ranging from one hundred dollars up to the amount
of the mortgage received. The purchasers of
these bonds or certificates have as a security
for the repayment of the sum invested in a bond
or certificate the first mortgage held by the mort
gage investment company given by the person
to whom it made the loan.
In this way the
mortgage company in reality holds the mortgage
as a trustee, in trust for the purchasers of the first
mortgage bonds and certificates. Further, the
mortgage company collects all payments of interest
and principal when due and remits them to the
holders of the bonds or certificates; it follows up
the payment of taxes by the borrower as such taxes
become due and payable, and it provides for fire
insurance protection at the expense of the borrower.
In the event of default on the part of the borrower
in making payments, the company takes all legal
steps necessary for the protection of the bond or
certificate holders. In return for this service the
company retains a part of the interest collected.
In most cases the amount is one-half of one per
cent. of the mortgage yearly. The mortgage com
panies also derive considerable profit from the
charges for legal fees, and the like collected from
the borrower at the time of the making of the loan.

Folio

Page 4

Interest
Repur
chases

Matured

Form 3—Mortgage Certificate Cash Book (credit side).
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Lending Policies
The mortgage company of the conservative type,
before making a loan, makes an appraisal of the
property on which it is asked to make a loan and
places a valuation on it. There must be a sufficient
margin between the amount of the loan and the
appraised valuation to allow for any shrinkage in
value which might occur, due to forced sale or
abnormal financial depression.
The company of the progressive type does not
consider primarily the margin for the allowance of
shrinkage between the amount of the loan and the
value of the property, but rather the earning power
and capacity of the property to be mortgaged, even
under the most adverse conditions. This company
operates on the theory that a piece of property that
is capable of bringing in a good income is better
security than a piece of property in respect to which
the margin of safety between the amount of the
loan and its valuation is great, but whose income
earning ability is not large. This type of company
maintains that an income-earning piece of property
is more likely to secure the prompt payment of
interest and principal when due than the non
income producing property.

Advantages of Investment in Mortgage
Company Securities
The advantages gained in investing in mortgage
bonds or certificates of either of these groups of
companies, as compared with the straight mortgage
investment, are as follows:
First, a mortgage investment company, because
of its longer and more varied experience, and
because it has in its employ people who are experts
in valuing real estate, is better able to judge the
value of a piece of real estate to be used as security
for a loan than the ordinary individual.
Second, the elimination, so far as the prospective
investor is concerned, of all legal formalities and
expenses incident to the making of the loan.
Third, the elimination on the part of the investor
of the personal supervision of the collection of
Holder of Mortgage.......................................... ............................Guarantee No.....................
Check to...................................................................... Mail to....................................................

Sale of Mortgage Certificate
Sold to ........................................................................................................................................
Address for Certificate..............................................................................................................
Address for Interest........................................................................................ ................... ..

Amount $................................ Mortgage No...................................Bond of...........................

Rate.................................. Payment Received by Cashier............................... 19...............
Date.............................. Cert. No.................................Sold by........................... ....................

Form 3—Mortgage Certificate Sales Slip

interest and principal when due, the following up
of the payment of taxes and proper fire insurance
protection, and the handling of other incidental
matters.
Fourth, the elimination on the part of the
investor of all legal action necessary to protect and
enforce his rights in the event of the default of
payment of interest or principal or of any of the
conditions set out in the bond and mortgage. Such
legal action is always taken by the mortgage com
pany who acts as trustee for the bond or certificate
holders.
Fifth, first mortgage bonds or certificates, because
they are usually in smaller amounts, and because
they are assignable, are more readily marketable
than entire mortgages.
Sixth, first mortgage bonds or certificates are as
a rule more desirable as an investment than stocks
or bonds issued by a concern in order to finance an
operation, for the reason that even though they do
not always bring as large an interest return, their
value does not fluctuate as readily as that of stocks
or bonds.
For the reasons, given first mortgage bonds or
certificates issued against mortgages on real prop
erty held as security for loans, have become such a
desirable means of investment that today we find
that the class of investors even includes such
institutions as savings banks, insurance com
panies, trust companies, estates, trust funds, and
the like.
Accounting System
The mortgage company whose methods will be
described sells first mortgage certificates, the pay
ment of interest and principal on which has been
guaranteed by a mortgage guarantee company at
a premium of one-half of one per cent., such

Amt. of Mtge. $...................... Int. on Mtge. From.................. To Client From......................
Hate on Mtge....................................Maturity.........................................................................

Dr.

Gtd. Rate.....................................................................................................................................
Mortgage No................................................................................................................................

Date

Cr.
Folio

Amount

Date

Folio

Premises.......................................................................................................................................
Bond of

Int. Due

Owner..

Collect...

Semi-Annual Interest

Client....
Premium.

Form 4—Mortgage Guarantee Card (face

Form 4—Mortgage Guarantee Card {reverse)

Amount
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premium to be deducted from the interest paid by
the borrower. The mortgage guarantee company
handles the collection and distribution of interest
to the holders of first mortgage certificates, and
makes the deduction for its premium at each
regular interest period. The collection of principal
and the distribution of principal to the various
mortgage certificate holders at date of maturity is
handled by the mortgage company.
Making the Loan

As a mortgage loan is made, the mortgage taken
back in each case is given a number known as the
mortgage number, and a ledger account (Form 1)
in the form of a card is set up for each such mort
gage number. To illustrate, a loan is made for ten
thousand dollars and mortgage No. C-1 for that
amount is taken.
The entry is made in the column on the card
headed company’s advances. The column headed
amount of loan is merely for memorandum purposes.
The entry for the loan is made on the credit side
of the cash book (Form 2) in the column headed
repurchases. The effect of the entry is a debit
to mortgage C-1 account and a credit to cash
account.
Sale of Certificate
Certificates are then offered for sale to the public
with mortgage C-1 as a security. John Doe
deposits two thousand dollars for the purchase of a
mortgage certificate issued against mortgage C-1.
A receipt (Form 3) is prepared in duplicate. A
copy is given to the certificate purchaser, and the
original is given to the cashier with the cash or
check for two thousand dollars. The cashier
numbers this sales slip, as it is known, and uses it
as a voucher. The voucher is then forwarded to the
bookkeeper, who makes an entry in his cash book.
The entry on the debit side of the cash book is
made in the certificates sales column. The effect
of the entry is a debit to cash account and a credit
to mortgage C-1 account.
Entry is also made on mortgage ledger card C-1
in the sales and payments column.
After the bookkeeper has posted his cash book
from the sales slip, he forwards the sales slip to a
girl, who draws up the mortgage certificate. Each
certificate is numbered consecutively regardless of
the number of the mortgage against which it is issued.
The certificate contains certificate number, the
number and the amount of the mortgage against
which the certificate has been issued, the amount
for which the certificate has been issued, the date of
maturity, the interest rate, date when interest is
payable, a description of the mortgage, the name of
the holder of the certificate, and clauses stipulating
the terms and conditions of the guarantee under
which the certificate was sold.
The certificates are made in duplicate. The
original is given to the purchaser and the duplicate
is filed in numerical order, thus becoming an index
record of all certificates issued, according to the
number of the certificate.

December

After the certificate is drawn and compared, it
is forwarded to another clerk, who, from the in
formation on the certificate, fills out a card with the
name of the purchaser and the number and amount
of the certificate purchased. This makes a com
plete index record of each holder of a certificate.
The certificate, together with the sales slip, is
then sent to the auditing department for registra
tion. Each certificate is entered in a large register
in numerical order. From this register postings
are made to a set of cards which are almost a
duplicate of the mortgage ledger cards. The
registrar also examines the sales slip to see that a
proper cashier’s stamp has been placed on it„
showing receipt of the money. The purpose of this
registration is to see that the total of all certificates
issued against a certain mortgage is not in excess of
the amount of the mortgage.
The certificate is taken to the proper officers of
the company for signature, and is then mailed to the
purchaser. When the certificate is mailed, a form
of receipt, which the purchaser is requested to sign,
is sent together with an addressed return envelope.
Repurchase of Certificate

In the event that the company buys back a
certificate before maturity, an entry is made in the
cash book debiting the mortgage account and
crediting cash account. The entry is made in the
repurchases column on the credit side of the cash
book. The detailed debit entry to the mortgage
account is made in the company’s advances
column on the ledger card.

Maturity of Mortgage
When a mortgage matures and is paid off, an
entry is made in the cash book debiting cash account
and crediting the mortgage account. This entry
is made in the sales column of the debit side of the
cash book. The detailed credit to the mortgage
account is posted to the sales and payments
column on the mortgage card. Then checks are
drawn and sent to the holders of the various
certificates issued against the mortgage. The
entry is made on the credit side of the cash book in
the matured column. The effect is a credit to cash
account and a debit to the mortgage account. The
detailed posting to the mortgage account is made
in the company’s advances column on the card.

Reinvestment
If the holder of a certificate which has matured
signifies that it is his intention to re-invest the
January
and
July

February
March
and
and
August September

1
2
3

Guarantee
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

April
and
October

May
June
and
and
November December

4
5

Form 5—Mortgage Guarantee Number Diary
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money due him in a certificate to be issued against
another mortgage, the check which has been drawn
to his order for the principal due is redeposited,
and an entry is made on the cash book debiting
cash account and crediting the new mortgage
account. This entry is made in the reinvestments
column of the debit side of the cash book. The
detailed entry crediting the mortgage account is
made in the sales and payments column on the
mortgage ledger card for the mortgage against
which the new certificate is issued.
Assignments

Mortgage certificates are sometimes assigned.
In that event, a new certificate is issued and the
old one is cancelled. This change does not affect
the accounting records, but does necessitate a
change in the index and registrar’s records.
All certificates which have been assigned, re
purchased, or matured are cancelled and sent to
the auditing department, where such cancellations
are noted on the register and control cards. In
this way the registration system also becomes a
control of all certificates issued and outstanding.

Statistics
Two columns are provided on each side of the
cash book for classification of mortgage transac
tions for the purpose of obtaining statistics. To
obtain the total of sales or repurchases, the receipts
or payments on account of the principal of a
mortgage against which certificates have been
issued must be deducted from the totals of their
respective columns. The total of re-investments or
maturities are obtained from the totals of the
respective columns.

Accounting Methods of
Mortgage Guarantee Company
When a mortgage is guaranteed, it is given a
special number known as the guarantee number.
A card (Form 4) which serves both as an index and
ledger card is then made out for each guarantee
number. The front of the card gives a detailed
description of the mortgage. The reverse side of
the card is used to show collection of interest and
payment to holders of mortgage or mortgage
certificates.
The guarantee cards are then filed, first according
to months during which interest is payable and then
according to guarantee numbers. For instance, all
cards for guaranteed mortgages on which interest is
payable during January and July are filed together,
February and August are filed together, March and
September are filed together, and so on for the
entire year. In order to facilitate the location of
guarantee cards when needed, a diary of guarantee
numbers showing when interest is payable is kept
(Form 5). This diary is also used to show all
guarantee numbers in force, because when a mort
gage is paid off and satisfied, the guarantee auto
matically dies out and the number is cancelled on
the diary to show that it is no longer in force.
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When interest is due on a guaranteed mortgage,
the mortgage guarantee company bills the borrower
for the amount due. When the interest is paid,
cash account is debited; premium for guarantees
account is credited with the one-half of one percent.,
and the balance is credited to interest collected for
guaranteed holders account. Checks are then
drawn to the order of the holders of entire guaran
teed mortgages, or guaranteed mortgage certificates
for the amounts due them. The checks are then
mailed. The entry in the cash book for this trans
action is a debit to interest due guaranteed
holders account and a credit to cash account. The
detailed entries, both debit and credit, to the
interest due guaranteed holders account are made
on the reverse side of the guarantee card.
On the index cards of the mortgage company,
showing the names and addresses of the holders of
a guaranteed mortgage certificate, the amount, etc.,
is also placed the amount of interest due the cer
tificate holders from the date of purchase to the
next regular interest payment date and the amount
due semi-annually thereafter until maturity. These
cards are used by the mortgage guarantee company
in order to facilitate the drawing of interest checks
for certificate holders.
Sometimes it happens that the total of certifi
cates issued against a guaranteed mortgage is not
equal to the amount of the mortgage, and an
unsold balance remains in a particular mortgage
account at the time of the first interest payment.
In such instances, interest applicable to the
amount of the unsold balance is paid by the mort
gage guarantee company to the mortgage company.
If the mortgage guarantee company has not yet
collected the interest due the mortgage or certificate
holders, from the mortgagor or borrower at the
time such interest is due, the mortgage guarantee
company must advance the amount necessary for
the payment of such interest, and take steps to
collect it from the borrower.
Mortgage is debited for the full amount of
interest due from the borrower. Interest advanced
account and premium for guarantees account and
interest due guaranteed holders account are
credited. When the checks are sent to the guaran
teed holders, cash account is credited and interest
due guaranteed holders account is debited. When
the interest is collected, cash account is debited and
mortgage interest advanced account is credited.
If the mortgage company has failed to collect the
principal of a mortgage when due the mortgage
guarantee company must advance the principal of
such a mortgage under the terms of its guarantee,
the usual method being that the mortgage guarantee
company buys the mortgage from the mortgage
company and thus assumes the collection of such
principal. The entry is a debit to mortgage account
and a credit to cash account. The mortgage
guarantee company then takes all necessary steps
to collect the principal due.
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Recommendations for Revision

of Federal Tax Laws
“3. It is recommended that the prin
EFINITE changes in the provi
sions of the federal revenue law ciple of distinguishing between earned
which will simplify the business income and other income be retained
man’s tax problem, and the repealinofthe income tax law, and that earned
some features, such as the capital stock income, without limitation as to amount,
tax, the estate tax and the gift tax, have be taxed at a lower rate than the rate
been advocated in a series of suggestions applicable to other income, with respect
presented to the Ways and Means Com to both normal tax and surtax. This
mittee of the House of Representatives recommendation is made in the belief
by the New York State Society of that it will be for the public interest to
Certified Public Accountants. The impose a lower rate of taxation upon
recommendations were endorsed by a income earned by personal services than
number of other state societies of ac upon that otherwise obtained, particu
countants and may be considered as larly in view of the fact that the tax
representative of the thought of the payer who earns his income has no
accountancy profession.
options or alternatives by means of
The recommendations are the ac which his taxation may be reduced or
countants’ answer to the business man’s avoided.
complaints against the present federal
“4. It is recommended that the federal
tax law and procedure. They were estate tax and the gift tax be repealed,
prepared by a committee which, headed the repeal of the latter to be effective
by Orrin R. Judd, C.P.A., of the Irving retroactively to January 1, 1924. This
Bank-Columbia Trust Company, New recommendation is based on the belief
York, had made a careful survey of the that the historic policy of the Federal
chief complaints of business men against Government, under which estate taxes
the existing law. Dr. J. J. Klein, vice- and related taxes have been levied only
president of the New York State Society, in national emergencies should be ob
presented the recommendations to the served.
Ways and Means Committee. The
“5. It is recommended that the surtax
changes suggested are designed to do
away with the vagueness and obscurities rates be reduced, and the amount of in
of the present law which cause so much come exempt from surtax be increased,
uncertainty and delay in determining so far as the state of the federal budget
the tax liability of a firm or individual. will permit. This recommendation is
The brief of the Society, as presented to made in the belief that the reduction of
the Ways and Means Committee, is re the surtax, so far as is consistent with
produced in full in order that the readers the federal budget, will be of benefit
of The Pace Student may have the generally to industry and commerce.
opportunity to study the recommenda
“6. It is recommended that the capital
tions in detail.
stock tax be repealed. This recommenda
“Recommendations to the Congress tion is based on the belief that a decrease
of the United States for the modification in the number of the taxes imposed will
and improvement of the Federal Revenue be of benefit to taxpayers, and that, in
Act, prepared and submitted by the the instance of the capital stock tax, the
Committee on Federal and State Income revenue produced is not commensurate
Tax of The New York State Society of with the burden it imposes upon all
Certified Public Accountants with the taxable corporations in computing the
approval of the members and directors of value of capital stock and in preparing
additional returns, and with the work
the Society.
of the government in administering the
With Respect to Matters of Principle law.
“7. It is recommended that the more
“1. It is recommended that specific
provision be made for the use of the elastic definition of affiliated corpora
‘instalment sales method’ of reporting tions set forth in the 1918 and 1921 laws
gross income as an alternative to the be substituted for the present restrictive
cash or accrual basis. This recom 95 per cent. stock ownership basis. This
mendation is made in the belief that un recommendation is made in the belief
necessary hardship is entailed upon the that the present law is unnecessarily re
taxpayer if income, arising from a sale strictive.
made on the basis of instalment pay
ments extending over a long period of With Respect to Improvement of
time, is taxed entirely in the tax year
Procedure
in which the sale is made.
“8. It is recommended that provision
“2. It is recommended that distribu
tions in liquidation be treated, first, as be made by which taxpayers may have
returns of capital and, second, as dis the option, in instances in which the
tributions of surplus, rather than as sales Commissioner deems the deposit of
or exchanges of stock. This recom security necessary, to deposit in escrow
mendation is made in the belief that the securities of the class commonly ap
procedure recommended would be an proved for the investment of trust
improvement from the viewpoint of funds instead of providing a surety
bond.
accounting principles.
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“9. It is recommended, with respect to
personal exemptions and credits for
dependents, that when a taxpayer is
married and living with husband or wife,
or is the head of a family, at any time
during the taxable year, the full per
sonal exemption or credit for dependents
be allowed, in place of the procedure
by which the amount is prorated or
based upon the taxpayer’s status at the
end of the year.
“10. It is recommended that Section
281 be amended by adding a section
thereto permitting taxpayers to file claims
for credit for past overpayment as an
offset to the tax liability of a subsequent
period, and without filing a bond unless
the Commissioner shall certify that in his
judgment the collection of the tax would
be endangered if the claim for credit
fails.
“11. It is recommended that the law
be amended to permit the filing of claims
for refund within two years after a de
cision of the Supreme Court of the
United States, or a lower court if the
Government does not appeal from the
decision of the lower court, which makes
a refund of taxes proper, and also to per
mit claims for refund when changes in
regulations or rulings of the Treasury
Department make refunds proper.
“12. It is recommended that the law
be amended to allow taxpayers who have
waived the statute of limitations against
assessment or collection and thus ex
tended the department’s time for the ex
amination of their returns, to file claims
for refund during the extended time.
“13. It is recommended that Sections
277, 278, and 280 of the law be amended
as may be necessary to remove therefrom
any ambiguity or apparent conflict as to
the period during which assessments or
collections may be made. Section 278
(d) should apply only to assessments
made after June 2, 1924.
“14. It is recommended that Section
278 (b), which gives the Government an
unlimited time in which to assess a
deficiency on a change of deduction
tentatively allowed for amortization of
war facilities under 1918 and 1921 acts,
be repealed, or else that an unlimited
time be also allowed to a taxpayer
within which to file claims for refund
in connection therewith.
“15. It is recommended that Section
1019 be amended in such manner as to
provide that interest shall be allowed on
refunds down to the date of the actual
drawing of the check therefor and not
merely to the date of the allowance of
the refund.
“16. It is recommended that the law
be amended in such way as to provide
that interest on deficiencies arising under
acts prior to the 1921 Act, shall be pay
able only from the date of the final
determination of such deficiencies, even
though a claim in abatement was there
tofore filed. If this recommendation be
not accepted, then it is recommended
that a specific provision be inserted in
the law to the effect that interest on re
jected claims for abatement filed under
any revenue act shall be at the rate of
one-half of one per centum per month.
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“17 It is recommended that Section
274 (b) be amended in such manner as to
provide that in each case in which the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue brings
suit against a taxpayer to collect a
deficiency in tax notwithstanding a
decision by the Board of Tax Appeals
disallowing the determination of such
deficiency and succeeds in such suit, the
court shall include in its judgment
against the taxpayer, interest on the
claim at the rate of six per cent. per
annum from the date from which in
terest would have been payable if the
taxpayer had not been successful before
the Board of Tax Appeals.
“18. It is recommended that Section
274 (d) be amended so that the use by
the Commissioner of so-called ‘jeopardy’
assessments shall be restricted to cases in
which the Commissioner certifies that in
his opinion the collection of the tax is
endangered by the taxpayer’s imminent
bankruptcy or removal from the juris
diction.
“19. It is recommended that if the
present procedure of making ‘jeopardy’
assessments is to be continued, the law
should be amended so as to dispense with
the filing of bonds with claims in abate
ment, except in cases in which the Com
missioner certifies that in his opinion the
collection of the tax is endangered by the
taxpayer’s imminent bankruptcy or re
moval from the jurisdiction.
“20. It is recommended that Section
277 (a) (3), which provides for the
assessment and collection of tax on a
decedent’s estate within one year after
request therefore, be amended to include
trustees in bankruptcy and receivers, as
well as executors and administrators.

“The recommendations with respect to
improvement of procedure are made,
generally, for the purpose of simplifying
the work of taxpayers in making returns
and of correcting manifest inequities,
and for the further purpose of saving
costs and work to taxpayers when these
results can be accomplished without
detriment to the interests of the
Government.
With Respect to Board of Tax Appeals
“21. It is recommended that Section
900 (a) be amended in such way as to
provide for the appointment by the
President of such number of members
of the Board of Tax Appeals, not ex
ceeding twenty-eight, as he may deter
mine to be necessary, and that the salary
and tenure of office of such members be
made commensurate with the responsi
bilities of the office; and that the pro
hibition against practice before the
Board after the retirement of a member
be limited to matters pending before the
Board during the services of the retired
member as a member of the Board.
“22. It is recommended that Section
274 (a) be amended to give the Board of
Tax Appeals the right to grant, in its
discretion, extensions of time for filing
petitions to the Board and also to pro
vide that when the original or extended
period for filing such petitions expires
on a Sunday or legal holiday, the period
shall be deemed to expire on the next
business day thereafter.
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“23. It is recommended that Section
900 be amended to give jurisdiction, in
explicit terms, to the Board of Tax
Appeals over deficiencies arising under
all revenue acts, and over determinations
on claims for abatement, credit or refund
filed under all revenue acts. Jurisdic
tion over ‘relief’ cases, under Section
210 of the 1917 Act and under Sections
327 and 328 of the 1918 and 1921 Acts,
should be expressly given to the Board,
and the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue should be required, without
liability to penalty for violation of
secrecy, to produce all data demanded
by the Board in specific cases.”

November Alumni
Meeting

NDUCTION of the class of 1925
was the outstanding feature of the
November meeting of the Pace
Alumni Association, held Saturday,
November 12th, at the Machinery Club,
New York. Alfred F. Upson, of the
law faculty, was master of ceremonies.
He read the creed “I Believe” written
by the late Horatio N. Drury, to which
the incoming members subscribed, after
which they signed the articles and by
laws in the official register of the Associa
tion with quill pens specially provided
for the occasion. Song leader Myer, of
An English Question the accounting faculty, assisted by
Eddie Earle at the piano, put graduate
HE following correspondence will pep into the old-timers as well as into
be of special interest to students of the novitiates. Good cheer and vitality
English, as it deals with gerunds literally radiated from Joe Myer when he
and participles, two forms that, for most
got into action. The sedate members
of us, are very difficult.
of the Machinery Club, fenced off in
“Will you kindly answer the following one-half of the great dining room by
questions?
thin screens and eating a leisurely
“Is the verbal noun with the possessive Saturday lunch, must have thought an
case incorrect; as, ‘What prevents your overflow meeting from the Yale-Har
going?’ Should one properly say: ‘What vard game was in progress beyond the
prevents you from going?’
protecting screens.
“Is the use of the gerund at the be
Homer S. Pace gave a talk on his re
ginning of a sentence entirely incorrect, cent camping trip to the Rockies, il
or merely a weak construction? I lustrated by 50 stereopticon slides made
notice this expression very frequently from pictures taken on the trip.
used in business letters: ‘Hoping to hear
The novitiates were the guests of
Pace & Pace at the luncheon. President
from you soon, I am Yours Truly.’
“After the salutation of the letter, is Mendes was in the chair and Executive
any other mark of punctuation than the Secretary Schaeberle kept a watchful
eye on details.
colon in good usage?’’
An important club, this Pace Alumni
The answers to the above queries follow:
“The possessive form of noun or pro Association—an association destined to
noun should always be used to modify a grow and to become famous in the annals
gerund or verbal noun. The reason for of accountancy.
this is that the gerund, not the modifier,
expresses the main idea. The sentence
you give, ‘What prevents your going?’
is correct. The other sentence, ‘What
prevents you from going?’ is merely an
other way of expressing the same thought
and is also correct. The following
sentences will further illustrate the use of
the possessive case with a gerund:
John’s playing has greatly improved.
The error was due to his having been
careless in making the calculations.
“Since the gerund performs the func
tion of a noun, it follows that a gerund
may occupy any position in a sentence
announces that
that a noun can occupy—subject of a
verb, object of a verb, attribute com
plement, object of a preposition, objec
tive complement, or subject of an in
finitive. The sentence you give, ‘Hoping
will be held
to hear from you soon, I am Yours
Truly,’ does not contain a gerund. It
on the
contains a participial phrase—hoping
to hear from you soon. This use of a
participial phrase at the beginning of a
First and Third
sentence is entirely proper and, in fact,
is often preferable to some other form.
Wednesdays
However, participial closings in business
letters, such as the participial closing
of each month
above quoted, are undesirable because
they have become stereotyped by ex
in
the Club Room,
cessive usage.
“I am not aware of any punctuation
PACE INSTITUTE
mark other than the colon in good usage
after the salutation of a business letter.”
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Restrictive Accountancy Legislation
in New York State

The following address was
delivered at a luncheon meet
ing of the directors and guests
of the American Society of
Certified Public Accountants
in New York City on October
2, 1925, by Homer S. Pace,
C.P.A.—The Editor.

DON’T know what I have to say of
interest to you, but I may be able
to say a word of interest with re
gard to legislative matters.
As a society we have been somewhat
discouraged in New York over the re
sults obtained in legislation thus far.
We have had hearty support for the
idea from many prominent business men,
and practically all interests were united
in our last campaign, but we haven’t
yet obtained restrictive legislation. A
significant thing, in spite of our inability
to obtain the legislation is the fact that
the credit men, as individuals, have
given us their most hearty support.
Many of the leading bankers of New
York City, and a prominent banker of
Buffalo, president of one of the largest
financial institutions between New York
and Chicago, were interested in our
obtaining this legislation. A strong
telegram, on behalf of our original bill,
was sent to Governor Smith by one of the
largest of New York’s leading banks, and
an officer called my office daily to find
whether or not the legislation had been
approved by the governor. The bank
was very much interested and I judge
that the officers felt very keenly that
it was to their interest and to the interest
of their depositors, that we should have
legislation of this kind. Whenever we
met with opposition, it came from people
who failed to understand that credit,
which represents ninety per cent. possi
bly of the business of the country, is
based entirely, or almost entirely, upon
representations of a financial nature,
and that the most important of these
representations are those made in state
ments. This great credit structure is
the basis of the business of our country.
Credit is the keynote of modern trade.
In order to safeguard credit, and to en
courage the development of credit
operations, there is imperative need of
disinterested technical verification of
financial representations. If this impor
tant function of testifying and certifying
to financial representations is left to any
Tom, Dick, or Harry who aspires to do
that work without having properly
prepared for the responsibility, there is
great danger to the credit structure and
to the business of the country. You
don’t have to talk very long to a credit
man or a banker, therefore, to convince
him of the need of legislation of this kind
—he is likely to have developed the idea
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from his own experience in passing upon
credits.
But we didn’t organize our forces
sufficiently in our united campaign.
The first year, particularly, when we
had our greatest chance of success, we
didn’t thoroughly organize the senti
ment that exists throughout the business
community. We got into action late,
and then only imperfectly.
Another lesson we learned was that,
aside from organizing public opinion,
we should not proceed solely as a society
of certified public accountants. We
found that the politicians look pretty
generally to the public and are inclined
to be suspicious of a small group, highly
organized, that asks for something.
Last year, therefore, all accounting
interests got together as a committee,
which included both certified and non
certified public accountants. By a
fluke, the bill was not passed and our
second attempt came to naught.
Our committee in the New York
Society reported last spring that they
thought it would be best to proceed this
year merely with a modification of our
present law, rather than to ask for re
strictive legislation. The idea is to im
prove the present law, get a larger board
of examiners and work along the lines
of minor improvements. Dr. Downing,
of the State Education Department, at
one time last year suggested some such
procedure, although, so far as I know,
he hasn’t been approached this fall on
that subject.
We expect also to work eventually for
legislation with respect to specific things,
such as a law providing that the state
ments of corporations shall be audited
by certified public accountants—a law
along the lines of the provision for audit
in the Companies Act of England. The
state, having provided for certified public
accountants, should in its own affairs,
such as the filing of corporate statements,
recognize the certified public account
ants. Legislation of this kind will be
sought later on but probably not this
year.
“We pretty much agree in New York
that we need restrictive legislation, but
we see no immediate prospect of obtain
ing it. We have laid the basis for it and
in all due time we shall bring it about.
We still have the same Governor who
vetoed the original bill, and there are
other complicating situations, matters
that will probably postpone the attain
ment of such legislation.
The greatest opportunity we have to
strengthen our profession as a whole and
to strengthen this and other national
societies and local societies, is for our
members to get into public affairs in one
way or another. After all is said and
done, if we look ourselves squarely in the
face, we have had many ingrowing
tendencies. We have sold our time
largely on the day basis, and each hour
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has meant so many dollars and cents.
For myself, I am perfectly willing to con
fess it. Many of us have been stingy
with our time so far as community
service is concerned. Many a time
I have evaded some public responsibility
because I thought that I couldn’t very
well assume it and carry on my ordinary
work. We have made great progress
over the country in the last two years in
developing a different ideal in respect to
these things and I think just as we make
ourselves felt in our various com
munities in public affairs—the affairs
in which the certified public accountants
may be presumed to have expert knowl
edge—just to the extent of such partici
pation we shall come into the good and
favorable opinion of the community.
We shall then be more nearly in the class
of the lawyers who serve in all kinds of
public capacities and of the doctors who
serve in sanitary, health, and related mat
ters. My experience during the last
two years has convinced me that the
conditions are wide open for this type
of service on the part of accountants.
It is gratifying to observe the way in
which our services have been recognized
by the newspapers from one end of the
country to the other. We have in
public service an opportunity to serve
both the public and ourselves.
I have on my desk today a letter
from the Chairman of the Crime Com
mission asking for my opinion, as Chair
man of the Bureau on Public Affairs of
the American Institute, with respect to
certain aspects of the crime situation.
Of course I am not an expert on this
matter, but I have some ideas to give
them. This request is a recognition of
the accountancy profession—not of me
personally. They know that the Amer
ican Institute has taken interest in
certain important aspects of the crime
wave.
If I were holding a responsible posi
tion in your national society, which I am
told is leading in point of number of
members, and which may be destined to
be the largest of the national societies,
I would suggest that you give fully as
much attention to serving the public
in one or more of these ways as you do
to serving your own interests directly
in attending to matters of society busi
ness. I think if you will devote threequarters of your energy and funds to
public service, and one-quarter to the
matters that serve your own immediate
interests, you will find that the results
will be better for your Society than they
would be with the ratio reversed.
We are now trying to do what we can
to get the local societies interested in
these things. I hope every reputable
society of accountants in the United
States, each in its own field, will become
interested in serving the public. Such
service is both a duty and a privilege—
it helps others and it helps ourselves. It
is justified from every conceivable angle.
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Reports of Presidents of National
Accountancy Societies
The membership has continued to in
crease in about the usual proportion,
without any extraordinary effort on the
part of the administration, and now
stands at 2,009, of whom 1,600 are mem
bers and 409 are associates. During the
year we have lost by death fourteen
members and associates including one
former president of the American Asso
ciation of Public Accountants, our loyal
friend, Edward L. Suffern, whose loss we
mourn, but for whose untiring and un
selfish labors in the interests of our pro
fession, and of humanity at large, we
T is the privilege and the duty of the feel we may amply rejoice. You will be
president of the Institute at the asked to authorize a vote of condolence
opening of each annual meeting to ad to his family on their bereavement.
dress the members and to render to them Our organization does not embrace all
an account of his stewardship during the the accountants whom we should like to
year that has closed. I now welcome welcome to membership, and it behooves
you back to the capital city of the nation the present members to take steps, when
and to this annual gathering, and I ex ever opportunity occurs, to invite their
press the hope that our deliberations professional friends, non-members, who
may bear much fruit for the advance are qualified to become affiliated with us.
ment of our nation, our chosen profes I would in this connection again draw
sion, and our society. We have many your attention to the liberality of our
important matters to consider, and we requirements for membership, particu
can not hope, nor would it be profitable larly as regards certified public account
to expect, entire unanimity of opinion— ants, who are not called upon, as is so
but by the exchange of ideas and a sym frequently believed, to submit to further
pathetic consideration of each other’s practical examinations, provided their
points of view, we can confidently, I record shows that they have already
believe, look forward to a useful so passed tests which satisfy our board of
journing together. We shall not lack examiners. This also leads to a word on
either, during this convention, those the subject of reciprocity between our
lighter refreshments of mind and body own organization and other similar
which we have become accustomed to societies, and, what is perhaps even more
expect, and we shall in due course return important, between the boards of ex
to our homes rejoiced by the renewal of aminers of the various states. We have
former friendships and encouraged by ourselves largely met the question as I
the new friendships which always result have indicated by admitting to member
ship in the Institute all who, being other
from these meetings.
The reports of the executive and other wise eligible, have passed tests which are
standing committees, of the secretary, equivalent, in the judgment of our board
and of the treasurer, which will be sub of examiners, to those imposed by our
mitted to you, will contain, according to selves. The matter of reciprocity be
custom, the more exact information of tween states in the granting of certified
the year’s proceedings to which you are public accountants’ certificates has never
entitled, and I refer you to them for been uniformly satisfactory, and any in
details. They will be supplemented by fluence which we as an organization, or
some special reports also to which your our members individually, can exercise to
attention will be directed. My mission bring about a more satisfactory condi
in addressing you is on the one hand of a tion should be directed to this end.
It is a matter of satisfaction to record
general character, as relates to the past,
and, on the other hand, to emphasize, that several most successful regional
if I may, what, in now surrendering the meetings have been held during the year,
high office which you have permitted me some of which your president has been
to fill, I conceive to be the matters de privileged to attend. The more one
serving your special thought at the has the opportunity of taking part in
these meetings, at which fortunately the
present time.
The Institute, during the past year, time need not be devoted to business,
has enjoyed, I believe, a continued but but is almost entirely given over to the
quiet progress. There has been a steady reading of technical papers and discus
functioning of the activities previously sions and to opportunities for fraterniz
established, for the firm and broad ing, the more does one appreciate what
foundations of which the credit is due to an important function they perform.
To those who have not attended any such
former administrations.
It may not be inappropriate for me. meetings in the past, I urge that they
however, to refer very briefly to some of make arrangements to do so in future,
the more outstanding matters of the and I venture to prophesy that if they
only make a beginning they will acquire
year’s history:
The report of President Niven
of the American Institute of
Accountants for the year 19241925 is given below as pub
lished in the Journal of Ac
countancy for October. The
report affords an instructive
bird’s eye view of the progress
of Accountancy.
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the habit. There have not been many
meetings in the far west, however, and,
while I recognize the difficulty of organ
izing them in those regions where the
distances are great, I should rejoice to
see more activity in this direction in these
regions. In this connection progress
can also be reported in the studies for
division of the country into districts, to
the end, ultimately, of comprehensively
covering the whole United States. There
is something to be said, however, for the
somewhat loose organization under which
regional meetings have been developed,
and I suggest caution against the intro
duction of any too elaborate organization
for these meetings.
Akin to this is the development of
chapter activities, but with regard to
this I can not help expressing the per
sonal conviction which I have always
held, that we ought to avoid any possi
bility of clashing with state societies.
In all our chapter activities, we should
cooperate to the largest extent with state
societies and in every way possible avoid
duplication of effort.
This leads to a reference to our rela
tions with the American Society of
Certified Public Accountants, with whose
representative a committee of the In
stitute met during the year, to discuss
matters of mutual interest. The ques
tion even of amalgamation was discussed,
but while this was not considered feasible,
the principle of cooperation was, I am
glad to say, cordially accepted by both
committees, which I hope may bear
much fruit.
The committee on state legislation has
continued to do a vast amount of quiet
and unobtrusive, but none the less
valuable, service at several points
throughout the country. One service,
instituted this year, which is regarded as
most valuable, has been to have the
offices of the Institute regularly advised
of legislative activities in C.P.A. mat
ters throughout the country, which has
enabled the chairman of our state legisla
tive committee and the secretary to give
timely notice to local members.
The bureau of public affairs has con
tinued the very valuable activities which
were inaugurated during the previous
year, and the Institute and the pro
fession at large owe a lasting debt to the
gentlemen who have conducted its
affairs during this formative period.
The work this year has assumed more
of the nature of the natural develop
ment following upon the special bulletins
issued during the previous year, which
gave rise to a vast correspondence. One
bulletin devoted primarily to the subject
of credit frauds was issued during the
year, the publication being almost co
incident with the inauguration of the
campaign launched by the National
Association of Credit Men to combat
this evil, and it elicited much favorable
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comment, being generally looked upon
as one of the most valuable contributions
for information on the subject. The
bureau has also developed its plans for
the stimulation of public service amongst
the members, with visibly increasing re
sults, and our members and public
accountants generally are more and more
taking their part in public affairs.
The committee on federal legislation,
in conjunction with the bureau, is now
making preparations to contribute its
share to the development of the ap
proaching amendments to the federal
taxation laws, giving attention, as is
proper, more particularly for a pro
fessional body such as our own, to the
administrative side of the problem.
These activities, however, can not be
conducted without expense, and the
members are accordingly reminded that
this valuable work has been financed
very largely in the past by special con
tributions made by a comparatively
limited section of our membership. One
of the important matters which will now
engage our attention will be the develop
ment of adequate financial plans for the
continuation of this important work, if
it is the desire of the organization that it
should be continued, and while the
majority of our practising members,
judging from the results of the question
naire on this subject issued by the ex
ecutive committee, are enthusiastically
in favor of the continuation of the work,
the indications with regard to its financ
ing are not so satisfactory. The prob
lem is a real and difficult one, however,
and must be faced with resolution.
Whatever is decided, the obligation of
raising the necessary finances must be
removed from the committee itself, the
members of which are entitled to be
given whole-hearted support and relief
from this responsibility, so that they
may be enabled to devote all the time
which they can spare from their other
duties to the actual bureau activities.
The work of an organization such as
ours is never completed; new subjects
for study and action continually arise
and are always in process. We have
still under consideration, for instance,
the matter of codification of annual
statements under state corporation laws
and the question of insurance of account
ants against error in their reports.
You will be asked to give considera
tion to certain proposed amendments to
the constitution and by-laws. These
include a proposal to restrict member
ship in future to certified public ac
countants. I am not sure whether any
discussion of this subject is entirely ap
propriate in this address, but I am going
to take the liberty of expressing my
personal opinion. Just as this organiza
tion has at all times been, so am I in the
most whole-hearted spirit in favor of
everything which will add to the dignity
and importance of the C. P. A. by wise
and reasonable legislation throughout
these United States. In the face, how
ever, of possible legislation of an im
prudent character, to which the many
state legislatures throw us open and
which unfortunately has not been en
tirely absent, and, even more, in view

of the fundamental principles on which
the Institute was organized, expressed
in the report of the special committee
on form of organization (see Year Book,
1916), I doubt the wisdom of restricting
our membership in the manner proposed.
If I could see any advantage accruing
thereby to our profession I would not so
express myself, but I have thought long
and earnestly on the subject and as I
see the situation at present I am forced
to this conviction. I do think, however,
and I commend this to the consideration
of the board of examiners, that the time
has perhaps now come when oral ex
aminations may with propriety be dis
continued, except as a supplement in
some cases to the regular written ex
aminations, and in other special cases,
where deemed desirable, of candidates
who have already been granted C. P. A.
certificates or who are members of other
societies of equal standing.
In concluding, may I once again re
mind you of what we as a body have en
deavored to accomplish. In our own
held and way, as a body of patriotic
citizens, we have endeavored to foster
our profession. This leads to the ques
tion, What is a profession? In Julius
Henry Cohen’s The Law, Business or
Profession you will find the following—
itself a quotation from another writer:
“A profession ... is not merely a group
which is organized exclusively for the
economic protection of its members,
though this is normally among its pur
poses. It is a body of men who carry
on their work in accordance with rules
designed to enforce certain standards
both for the better protection of its mem
bers and for the better service of the
public. . . . The essence of these rules [is]
that it assumes certain responsibilities
for the competence of its members or
the quality of its wares, and that it de
liberately prohibits certain kinds of
conduct on the ground that though they
may be profitable to the individual they
are calculated to bring into disrepute
the organization to which he belongs ...”
He adds that the profession em
phasizes as its
'‘criterion of success the end for which
the profession, whatever it may be, is
carried on, subordinating the inclination,
appetites and ambitions of individuals
to the rules of an organization which has
as its object to promote the performance
of function.”
Elsewhere Mr. Cohen points out the
following in elaborating upon the pro
fessional ideal:
“Wherever the fiduciary relationship
exists, wherever trust and confidence are
reposed in a professional man and un
biased judgment is required, any interest
which tends to divert his attention from
unbiased devotion to the cause put in his
charge is deleterious and deserving
condemnation as unprofessional. Ad
vertising, soliciting, splitting of fees or
receiving outside compensation are but
illustrative of the diverting influences
against which the professions must be on
guard.”
I could quote further, but time does
not permit. I believe, however, that

our organization has conscientiously en
deavored to approach the highest stand
ards and that it has been measurably
successful. And this success is some
thing which belongs to its members, no
matter where they may be, east or west,
north or south, and as such properly re
dounds to their credit. I have faith
therefore in our organization and look
forward to its increased usefulness, both
for the public and for its members, pro
vided only its members all over the
country give it the support and interest
to which it is entitled. Let us here and
now make a mental promise to ourselves
and to each other that each will do his
part. The association is democratic in
its organization and there will be no lack
of opportunity for service either within
the actual limits of organization activi
ties or in the broader fields of public
service.
I would not sit down without adding
my testimony to the continued loyalty
and unselfish devotion to the interests
of your organization on the part of the
secretary and his associates. Some of
you may have a limited conception of the
labors and anxieties which are theirs,
but it is only your officers who have been
in continued relationship with them who
can realize what the organization owes to
them. They have at all times cheer
fully met our demands and these have
not, perhaps, always been entirely
reasonable. Much, if not the greater
part, of our success is due to them and
they ought to have our thanks and
appreciation, which I now gladly tender
to them.
I would also, in closing, express my
personal thanks and appreciation for
the many courtesies and the assistance
which have been afforded me during
my year’s term of office. They will be
a lasting and joyful memory to me in the
years which follow.

The report of President Pride,
of the American Society of
Certified Public Accountants
for the year 1924-1925 is repro
duced below from the October
issue of The Certified Public
Accountant. Many details of
interest to our readers will be
found in this report.
T hardly seems possible to me that
another year has rolled by and I am
about to retire as your president. It
has been a pleasure to serve you. The
pleasant memories in connection with
the activities of the year will never be
forgotten. The hearty cooperation and
willingness of all to assist in every way
possible is what has made the work so
delightful. There have been some diffi
cult problems to handle and it is not sur
prising there are a great many different
points of view on various matters. Not
withstanding, I have enjoyed the past
year, endeavoring to my utmost to ad
minister the affairs of our Society, so as
not at this time to be criticized for my
actions and feeling, I am better fitted to
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day than a year ago to serve you, having
profited in knowledge and wisdom; it
was a wise move from the organization
of our Society to have a president serve
for only one year, so that more persons
might become more intimately acquaint
ed with the detail problems of the So
ciety.
On my first visit to Washington, after
being elected to the presidency, to go
over the situation to see just where I
was, it did not take Mr. Harrison, our
Secretary, very long to convince me that
in order to put our Society on the map
and to be in a position to do constructive
work, we must have our finances in bet
ter shape. To accomplish this we should
have a larger membership. Our plan,
therefore, was to give our undivided at
tention to a membership campaign and
subscriptions to The Certified Public
Accountant.
While we have not accomplished all
we had hoped to, it is pleasing and grati
fying to report a membership of 2,039
and 1,400 subscriptions to The Certified
Public Accountant.
The following story of the growth of
The American Society of Certified Pub
lic Accountants must impress you:
August 31,
August 31,
August 31,
August 31,

1922....................
532
1923 ....................
794
1924.................... 1,107
1925.................... 2,039

During the year ending August 31,
1924, the number of members increased
39 per cent, and during the last year,
ending August 31, 1925, 84 per cent.
Committees
One of my first duties was the ap
pointment of various committees. The
chairmen of these committees are as fol
lows:
D. W. Springer, Chairman of the Leg
islative Committee.
Homer A. Dunn, Chairman of the Com
mittee on Relations with State So
cieties.
A. C. Upleger, Chairman of the Com
mittee on a Code of Ethics.
John T. Madden, Chairman of the Com
mittee on Professional Education.
Alexander S. Banks, Chairman of the
Committee on Membership.
Edward R. Burt, Chairman of the Com
mittee on the Advertising Depart
ment of “The Certified Public Ac
countant.”
Frank Wilbur Main, Chairman of the
Committee on Publication.
Homer A. Dunn, Chairman of the Com
mittee on Revision of the Constitu
tion and By-Laws.
The reports from these various com
mittees will enlighten you regarding their
activities and accomplishments.
The hoard of directors of The Amer
ican Society of Certified Public Account
ants in their report to the general meet
ing of the Society in Detroit, Michigan,
on September 12, 1924, recommended:
“That the annual meeting of the So
ciety authorize the president, in case
the American Institute names a com
mittee as suggested by the report, to
appoint a similar committee from the
Society and, in case the joint committee

agrees upon a policy of cooperation
which, in its judgment and in the judg
ment of the hoard of directors of The
American Society, is feasible, the secre
tary of the Society is directed to then
present the same to the members by
mail for their information and consider
ation.”
Your president and Messrs. Banks,
Dunn, Goodloe, Main, and Springer, the
committee of our Society, met President
Niven and Messrs. Atkins, Hurdman,
Masters, and Nau, the committee of the
American Institute of Accountants, in
New York City on March 18,1925, as you
were informed in the April issue of The
Certified Public Accountant.
Relations with the American In
stitute of Accountants
You are all familiar with the memo
randum prepared by the committee of
the American Institute. I wish to quote
only one paragraph from this memo
randum:
“There is a great appeal in the sug
gestion that there should be one all-in
clusive body and the committee has giv
en much thought to the suggestion that
there should be a consolidation of all
national accounting organizations. Al
luring as this suggestion may be the com
mittee regrets that it has been compelled
to reach the conclusion that such fusion
is not practicable and in many ways
would not be desirable. The Institute is
primarily an organization of selective
membership. It can not admit every
one who may happen to make applica
tion based upon qualifications not equiv
alent to its standards. There are, and
for many years will be, large numbers of
certified public accountants who are not
in public practice and many of them
have never even demonstrated their ca
pacity for professional work by an ex
amination. To admit men who are not
professional accountants and have not
given proof of their ability would be to
render ineffective much that the Insti
tute has done for the betterment of the
profession.”
Because The American Society could
not abandon its basis of membership;
namely, the state C. P. A. certificate,
and the American Institute’s commit
tee indicating that it would not consider
limiting the membership in their organ
ization or resulting organization to state
licensed certified public accountants, it
was agreed amalgamation was impos
sible at the present time.
Their committee further felt that to
admit only C. P. A’s to the American
Institute or to any amalgamated organ
ization would be to lower the present
standards of the American Institute.
The committee of The American Soci
ety did not subscribe to this theory.
When the committees adjourned, the
matter of points relating to cooperation
was placed in the hands of the two
presidents of the two societies. On
April 16, I wrote to Mr. Niven as follows:
“As soon as your report is ready for
our mutual consideration along lines of
contact and cooperation I hope you will
advise me.”
This matter received no further atten
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tion until a letter came from Mr. Niven
on August 21, indicating his desire to
have a conference with me on this sub
ject Due to the fact that I was away
from my office for a few days, this com
munication did not have my attention
until August 26. Notwithstanding this
matter was deferred by Mr. Niven to a
very late date, I did endeavor to arrange
for a conference, but being called to
Washington on Society matters and hav
ing further considered the advisability
of this conference at so late a date, not
giving me an opportunity to bring the
subjects discussed by us to the attention
of my committee for them to consider
and be embodied in this report, I tele
graphed Mr. Niven from Washington,
canceling my engagement for September
1st and wrote him from Washington as
follows:
“Your letter of August 27th, written
from Saunderstown, Rhode Island, was
duly received by me and I anticipated
at the time that it would be convenient
for me to meet you Tuesday morning,
but last Saturday I was called to Wash
ington.

I should have enjoyed very much con
ferring with you regarding the report to
be made to our respective conventions,
but I feel, at this late date, I would not
be able to get my committee together to
report to them the result of our confer
ence, and as you and I are both going
out of office, I am inclined to believe the
best thing to do is to turn the whole
matter back to our respective conven
tions in hopes they will continue with the
same committee and endeavor to ac
complish good results in the next year.’’

In view of the fact that every state
in the United States has a C. P. A. law
and six of these states; namely, Mary
land, Louisiana, Tennessee, Michigan,
North Carolina and Illinois, have re
cently passed laws limiting the practice
of public accountancy to state licensed
certified public accountants and regis
tered public accountants, and that a ma
jority of the other 42 states are consider
ing regulatory legislation, the time is
rapidly approaching when only public
accountants recognized by government
al authority will be permitted to practice
anywhere in the United States. As this
time approaches, the basis of member
ship in The American Society will be
come more and more important and not
withstanding the lack of progress report
ed by your committee appointed to
meet the committee of the American
Institute, I hope that this movement to
bring about one strong, national organi
zation of certified public accountants
may continue.
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time
Footprints, that perhaps another,
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.
Let us then be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate,
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.
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Directors’ Meetings
During the year the directors have
had two meetings in Washington.
The first meeting was held December
2, 1924, followed by a meeting called in
response to a resolution of John B. Tan
ner of Chicago, adopted at our last an
nual meeting, at which meeting all mem
bers of state boards of accountancy
and all officials of state societies of cer
tified public accountants were invited
for the purpose of discussing C. P. A.
legislation, to the end that more uni
formity in laws be secured and that
opinions in reference to their adminis
tration might be exchanged. A full re
port of this meeting was contained in
the January issue of The Certified
Public Accountant. This was a very
profitable meeting to us all, and will be
commented on by the chairman of the
Legislative Committee.
Our second meeting was held in June,
at which time the directors went into
the finances very carefully. Details
with reference to their action will be
found under the heading Finances.
They also considered the changes in the
constitution and by-laws which will be
dealt with by Mr. Dunn, chairman of
the Committee on Relations with State
Societies, and the result of the ballot
will be reported by the Secretary.
I believe we have now reached that
point where a very definite and specific
plan of things to be undertaken during
the coming year should be mapped out,
and as early as possible the directors
should inform our members as to the
budget of our activities and their sym
pathy and cooperation assured.
I suggest the following for the con
sideration of the incoming directors:
1. The incorporation of The Certified
Public Accountant.
2. Preparation of C. P. A. examina
tion questions to be sent to various
state boards a month or two in advance
of their examination time.
3. Appointment of a committee on
standard procedure.
4. Student and technical section, or
the forum.
5. Committee on Reciprocity.
6. Define duties—directors and state
representatives.
7. Endeavor to secure a first class
publicity man.
8. Committee on Federal Revenue
Laws.
The following is an explanation of
these suggestions:

The Incorporation of “The Certified
Public Accountant’’
We have up to the present time
been mailing The Certified Public
Accountant to all C. P. A’s in the
United States for whom we have ad
dresses. Our mailing list is now approx
imately 10,000. Indirectly it has made
us what we are. We have received our
publicity through the magazine at a
minimum cost. We figure it costs us
cents per copy or about $1.00 per
year.
For the year ended August 31, 1924,
I find that the cost of printing the maga
zine was approximately $350 per month,

while this year, in the enlarged form, it
has cost us approximately $650 per
month, an increased expenditure of
about $3,600 this year. Furthermore,
during the prior year a saving was made
by printing double numbers twice, which
effected a saving of approximately
$700, whereas during the past year we
have issued a number each month.
The question to be considered is, Do
we want to continue indefinitely at ap
proximately an expense of $5,000 per
year sending the magazine to those
C. P. A’s who have not signified their in
tention of being members or becoming
subscribers?
Mr. Chappell was employed primarily
to build up our subscriptions and he has
been doing splendid work. My sugges
tion is to discontinue sending our maga
zine to those who have been receiving it
for a year or more, but continue sending
it to all who have not received it for a
year, and all new C. P. A’s for at least
one year. This will enable us to obtain
second-class mailing privilege and be
helpful in increasing our advertising,
which would effect a saving of $1,500 a
year in postage and give standing to the
magazine as an advertising medium.
I hope to see The Certified Public
Accountant incorporated and put on a
paying basis.
Preparation of C. P. A. Examination
Questions to Be Sent to Various
State Boards a Month or
Two in Advance of Their
Examination Time
We have published each month, com
mencing with the December issue of
The Certified Public Accountant, the
examination questions given recently by
some states as follows:
December—Pennsylvania.
January—Massachusetts.
February—Wisconsin.
March—Connecticut.
April—Ohio.
May—Georgia.
June—District of Columbia.
July—Michigan.
August—North Carolina.
We feel this is appreciated by all
readers of the magazine. Since many,
especially those board members who
may desire to see the standard of ex
amination set by the other states, have
mentioned how helpful the American
Society could be to state boards in pre
paring examination questions, I feel the
incoming board should give this matter
careful consideration.

Appointment of a Committee on
Standard Procedure
Several have called this to my atten
tion. This committee should be open
for the consideration of any accounting
topic. Any person wishing an opinion
on a topic should be permitted to send in
questions. They should then be pub
ished in the magazine and replies or
opinions thereon should be sent by
various members to the committee, who
would render a decision.
Student and Technical Section,
or The Forum
Nearly all of the members of our So
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ciety who are teaching have suggested
that there should be a section of the
magazine devoted to the students’ prob
lems and technical questions and that
such a department should be under the
charge of a special editorial committee.
I recommend that this matter receive
serious attention as well as the addition
al question of promoting a lively interest
a forum for all accountants in which
they may discuss any problem relating
to the profession.
Committee on Reciprocity

The question of one state recognizing
the C. P. A. certificates of another on a
reciprocal basis continues to be one of
the annoying questions confronting the
profession. I would suggest that the
board of directors appoint a special
committee to investigate this whole
question during the coming year and
make a thorough report to the next an
nual convention.
The duties of the Legislative Com
mittee, while embracing some features
of this problem, do not give the mem
bers of the committee time or occasion
to make as thorough and complete a sur
vey of this whole question as I have in
mind; especially is this true in view of
the fact that greater attention is now
being directed to the question of re
strictive legislation which will absorb
more and more of the time of the Legis
lative Committee.
Define Duties—Directors and State
Representatives
As previously stated, our member
ship campaign has required practically
all of our attention the past year, but
now with the increased membership I feel
we shall be at ease regarding finances
and it is hoped that our directors and
state representatives will assume it
their duty to continue the membership
work, giving the Secretary more time to
secure data relative to the happenings
in the profession. This is not intended
to criticize the present personnel be
cause in the main they have stood ready
to perform such duties as were outlined
for them. We are only arguing for a
more complete exposition of the duties
of these positions.
I wish that we could have the duties
of the state representatives more clear
ly defined so that we might use pressure
on each representative to render a re
port on the activities in his State at
stated periods.
For instance, I think that it should
be one of the duties of the representa
tive to write a report at least once a
month, say on the 10th, regarding the
situation in his State.
Furthermore the directors who hold
office by reason of election as such from
the ten districts should be required to
render similar reports and, furthermore,
that any director or repesentative who
failed to make such reports for three
consecutive months would be subject to
being removed and the board of direct
ors appoint a successor to serve until the
next regular election.
The point I am endeavoring to make
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is that if the American Society is to
maintain a representative organization
and develop a working system, it is nec
essary for each to have the duties and
responsibilities of the various officers,
and directors and state representa
tives defined, and that these duties be
executed by them.
There are men in the Society who will
serve efficiently. Our trouble so far has
been that we lent sanction to the theory
that the position of the directors and
state representatives is that of a figure
head and which had very nominal duties.
Endeavor to Secure a First Class
Publicity Man

The Society should endeavor to. se
cure the services of a man who could
devote at least one-half of his time
traveling through the country, visiting
the various state societies, attending
banking, trade, and professional conven
tions, representing the Society and the
certified public accountant. He should
be a C. P. A. able to speak the language'
and appreciate the problems of the cer
tified public accountant.
I recommend that the incoming
directors set up a budget for the coming
year and this matter be taken care of. I,
also, at this time, in referring to a budget,
wish to call your attention to the two
following matters:

Mr. John T. Madden, of the New York
University, under date of August 8th,
wrote me that he had been advised by
Professor J. Anton de Haas, who is now
in Europe, that there will be an Inter
national Congress of Accountancy held
in Holland. He presumes that this will
be held next summer, although he has
written for exact data as to the dates and
further particulars. Professor de Haas
advises him that the English, German,
French, Italian, Austrian, and Swedish
accountants’ associations will be officially
represented. The Minister of Finance
will open the Congress, and the members
will be the guests of the Dutch Govern
ment. More than $20,000 has already
been gotten together to defray the ex
penses. He has written to Professor
de Haas giving him the names of the
officers of our Society and of the other
accounting organizations, and he pre
sumes that in due course an invitation
will be extended.
On August 10, 1925, an invitation was
extended to this Society by Cecil E.
Race, Secretary-Treasurer, The Dominion
Association of Chartered Accountants,
University of Alberta,
Edmonton,
Alberta, to be represented at the
Twenty-third Annual Meeting of that
Association.
I feel our Society should be represented
at each of these meetings and the ex
penses provided for in the budget.

Committee on Federal Tax
Legislation
Our Legislative Committee deals with
accountancy legislation and I feel a
separate committee should have this
matter in charge.
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Conclusion
The Congressional committee will
meet in October, I believe, for the con
In
conclusion,
I wish to thank all
sideration of amendments and I feel we
should have a committee look after our who have assisted us in our year’s
interest in relation to federal tax activities and I desire at this time to
particularly thank Mr. Harrison, our
matters.
secretary, and all of his office force for
Finances
the sincere co-operation which he and
A satisfactory budget could not be they have extended to me, and I assure
prepared at the beginning of my ad you all from a careful study of the
ministration. As your chief officer, I existing conditions, we now have not
did not counsel the curtailment of any only an efficient plant but also a well
expenditures necessary to carry on the organized office equipped to do excellent
activities of the work already begun, work.
but instead we have expanded through
out the year in accordance with our
growth. This made it doubly necessary
Vocational Letter
that considerable attention be directed
to finances to the end that there might
“I HAD a fine visit with your son
not be a deficit at the end of the year.
this morning, and have asked our
From the financial report which is
Agency to do what it can to obtain
being presented to you by the treasurer, suitable employment for him. The dif
it will be noted that at the beginning of ficulty of obtaining a suitable place is
the year there was a deficit of $5,468.58. due to his lack of specific technical train
While we had hopes of wiping out this ing in some phase of business.
deficit during this year with an in
“I took the liberty of advising the
creased membership this ambition has
not been realized. However, we have young man vocationally, as I have ad
reduced the deficit $2,987.71. At the vised many hundreds of others who have
beginning of my administration I im come to me. I advised him, if it is at
mediately recognized the cramped quar all possible to do so, to complete his
ters in which The American Society was college work. His mental abilities are
housed and arranged for the taking of such that he would profit from such
larger quarters in the same building at work, both culturally and vocationally.
added expense, and, therefore have added If this is impracticable, he should obtain
$2,073.55 to the permanent equipment some position in business and imme
of the Society. The present equipment diately undertake definite training in
of the secretary’s office should be ample law, accounting, business organization,
and related subjects, either at Pace In
for the coming year.
stitute, which has an active enrolment
Mr. Chappell, who is a certified public of 1500 students in these subjects, or
accountant, has had charge of the book at New York University, Columbia,
keeping and accounting records of the or City College, each of which conducts
Society and we are now able to give more a school of commerce with evening ses
complete records of the finances than we sions. I gave him some biographical
were when we were handicapped by sketches, which I have asked him to
the lack of assistance.
read, and which may be of interest to
Our Society is in a better financial you Finally, I advised him against a
position today than it was a year ago technical-school education. I do not
but we do feel that it would be nice if believe his natural aptitudes lean par
the members of our Society would see ticularly in this direction; and it would
to it that this indebtedness is taken care be vocationally unsound for him to take
of at this time before our convention such a course with the idea of using it
adjourns and start the new year with a for selling purposes in some opening
clean slate so as not to handicap the that he thinks he will have available upon
incoming administration in preparing the completion of such work. Approxi
their budget and giving them a greater mately one-half of the students in en
opportunity, as I have suggested, in gineering schools fail to graduate, due to
enabling them to incur an extra expense their lack of capacity in mathematical
during the coming year for a publicity subjects; and the rewards are low in
man.
comparison with those obtained in other
I submit the following approximate in professions that require like mental
come for our budget:
abilities and technical training.
“Your son asked me about the study
Annual dues of 2,000 mem
of law. I think he has good natural
bers at $15.00.................... $30,000.00
abilities for law; but if he aspires to this
1,500 subscribers to “The
profession, he should complete his
Certified Public Ac
countant” at $2.00.........
3,000.00 general college work before entering
upon law study. The time is coming
Increased membership next
when a lawyer without full academic
year of at least 1,000 at
$10.00.................................. 10,000.00 education will be seriously handicapped
in his work.
1,000 average membership
dues at $7.00......................
7,000.00
“If you and your son care to meet me
Increased subscriptions to
sometime for a fuller vocational con
the magazine 1,000 at
ference, I should be glad to amolify or
$2.00....................................
2,000.00 further explain what I have told the
Advertising........................
5,000.00 young man.”—Extract from letter
written to a father after a vocational
An approximate income of. . $57,000.00 interview with his son.
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that we call character, as well as the the department, because the bonus is to
dollars that are the mere bricks and the group primarily and to the in
mortar of your personal business struc dividual secondarily.
ture.
“Not satisfied with creating team
“Harvey M. Kelley, of the faculty of work between individuals in a given
Pace Institute, speaking for the Institute department, Mr. Moore strives to create
in its program of service to the public—a
EADERS of The Pace Student program to be given on the air, through team work in the entire organization.
will be interested in the radio the courtesy of Station WMCA, and This is done by the goal method. The
accomplishment in the same month in a
work of Pace Institute now being
by forums and public lectures at the preceding year is first ascertained.
given to the public through the courtesy
Institute,
30
Church
Street.
”
This is adjusted for differing conditions
of station WMCA. The following was
The Institute broadcasts, station as between that month and the current
broadcast Thursday evening,
No
vember 5, by Harvey M. Kelley, of WMCA, on Tuesday evenings at 8 month. From the result a goal is set up,
o’clock and on Thursday evenings at which the entire organization is keyed
the Institute faculty:
7:15 o’clock. Listen in!
up to attain and in which the contribu
“The teachers of the Institute—Pace
tion of each department is shown.
Institute, 30 Church Street, New York—
“A novel method of bonus granting
believe that the upbuilding of character
used in another corporation is based on
is as much a part of their duty as the de New Bonus Methods
the extent to which the employees use
velopment of technical accountancy
HE following notes on the “Bonus their opportunities to further the in
ability. In its lecture rooms and in its
Method” of remunerating em terests of the organization. The plan
publications, by precept and by example,
ployees will, we hope, be of interest assumes that employees in the higher
the Institute has striven to develop in
to Pace Student readers. The articlepositions
by
have more opportunity to do
its students such qualities of character
as would insure the worthy use of their a graduate of Washington Pace Institute, this than those in the lower positions.
is reprinted from the November issue Accordingly, the superintendent would
technical abilities.
of the Pittsburgh Accountant:
receive, for a suggestion, a bonus of say
“Much of this instruction in the funda
“Employers who institute bonus sys ten dollars; for a like suggestion, a fore
mentals of character has been given in
man would receive twenty-five dollars;
the editorial columns of The Pace tems invariably find that they have their and for a suggestion of equal merit the
Student—a magazine that completes unexpected disadvantages as well as workman would receive fifty dollars.
Conse
with this month ten years of uninter their expected advantages.
The principle is that the foreman has
rupted publication. For ten years, in quently, instead of having one, or a few more opportunity to find methods of
kinds
of
bonuses,
there
are
many
plans,
war and in peace, in the face of printers’
improvement in procedures than the
strikes and despite paper shortages, this most of which aim to eliminate the de workman and hence, that the workman
fects
of
bonus
compensation.
publication has appeared without lapse,
“A plan devised by John E. Moore, should receive a larger bonus when he
always carrying, in addition to its re
Washington
Pace graduate, now Secre makes a meritorious suggestion.”
view of current fiscal problems and ac
counting matters, a message of good tary of George F. Muth, Inc., seeks to
cheer and an appeal for honesty and fair stimulate team work as well as individual
enthusiasm. Quite often a bonus plan Michigan Association
dealing.
creates the feeling that each man is work
“May I read an editorial from The ing for himself, instead of organization
of C. P. A's Elects
Pace Student, written by Homer S. loyalty. Some years ago a salesman
Pace, of the firm of Pace & Pace—an refused to explain to the writer how a
Officers
editorial which has been widely copied time recording machine worked merely
and reproduced by many business or because the client whom the writer
HE following men were elected as
ganizations? The editorial, entitled represented would have to buy in an
officers of the Michigan Associa
‘Character,’ is as follows:
tion of Certified Public Account
other territory than that of the sales
ants for the year 1925-26:
“Character—how good to the ear, how man. Many other illustrations could be
grateful to the heart, is this word of given of this defect in individual bonus William T. McConnell............. President
fibre, of substance, of integrity, of sweet plans.
Mervyn B. Walsh............ Vice-President
ness, of nobility! With it we have the
“Under Mr. Moore’s plan the several Albert M. Colegrove.................Secretary
dependence upon each other that gives us members of his organization are grouped Richard Fitz-Gerald................. Treasurer
civilization—the organization of govern by teams. The teams are ordinarily J. Lee Boothe.............................. Director
ment and business; without it we have the employees in a given department. F. C. Blomfield........................... Director
the antagonistic isolation of the in This tends to promote team work within Bernard M. Ward....................... Director
dividual—the chaos of deceit, distrust,
and destruction.
“As the rugged and tenacious steel
of the frame carries the brick, the floors,
the very equipment of the modern build
ing, so character carries the stress and
strain of the business structure. Busi
ness is a matter of faith, of action based
upon the belief that the other person will
work, will buy, will deliver, will repay
as he agrees; and no contract is subtle
enough and no court wise enough to
safeguard fully against the person who
A Distinctive Placement Service
agrees without intent of performance.
Eliminate character from business and
for Employers and Employees
the economic structure of our civiliza
tion will fall, a shapeless heap of ruins.
“Character is the accumulation that
Telephone Cortlandt 1465
results from moral thrift—the develop
ment and conservation of that which is
30 Church Street
New York City
good—the denial of the waste of im
moral practices. Accumulate, therefore,
the fibre, the substance, the frame-work

“Character"—Radio
Talk from Station
WMCA
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